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Project description

This project will continue the existing research of the Rucio team on the 

estimation of the duration of file transfers for large scale sciences. The 

distributed data management environment for scientific experiments forms a 

complex ecosystem with dynamic interactions between users and data centers. 

Rucio's central role as the data management system, and the rich amount of 

data gathered about the transfers and data rules life cycles will help in creating 

machine learning for transfer time estimation.
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Project description
To start, the research needs data on successful

file transfers. This is based on the Rucio events

(event_type: transfer-done) which are available

in the Rucio Elasticsearch instance. The idea is

then to generate time series from this data,

including event metadata like "started_at" (when

did the transfer start), "transferred_at" (when

did the transfer finish), "bytes" (how big was the

file), and many more. There are more than 30

different variables that can be used for this

model.
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What was used to work

❏ Google Colaboratory

❏ Python

❏ TensorFlow

❏ Keras
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Data analysis

Previously, I removed unnecessary columns, such as _type, _id, _score and others, since they do not represent any 

informational value. 

Left the following columns: 'Account', 'Activity', 'Scope', 'Dst_Rse', 'Src_Rse', 'Bytes', 'Started_At', 'Transferred_At', 

'Created_At', 'Submitted_At’ , because when checking the correlation, these values showed good results.

Calculated these values: 'Transfer_Duration', 'Queue_Duration’ , because all files are first queued before being sent, 

in which they spend a long time.

Data correlation
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Data analysis
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We used a random sample of 

10,000 records to analyze 

the data, and from time to 

time I took different samples 

to see if the results were the 

same for the other samples.

The diagram shows that 

'Scope' affects the 

transmission time, and the 

names containing substrings 

'mc{some number}' show the 

worst result.



Data analysis

A scatter plot of Bytes vs. Real_Duration for other ‘Scope’ . As you can see in the picture, there is a 

correlation. Colors correspond to different "Activity".

And so I checked all the columns and saw how much they affect the file transfer time.

As a result, I came to the conclusion that only 7 columns with data should be left.
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Data analysis

Also considered the 

correlation 

between Started_At

and Tranfarred_At, 

divided file sizes 

into categories 

(<100Mb, 100-

200Mb, ...) and 

displayed on the dot 

plot. This is done to 

see the relationship 

between file size 

and transfer time.
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This slide shows the

enlarged area that was

written about in slide 8.

Here you can see that the 

files are transferred in small 

groups.
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Linear regression

To start the estimation, the inputs for a first

model was the number and size of files, and

the outputs was the duration in seconds.

From this, a first linear regression model was

learned, which should answer the question:

For a given dataset (number of files, and

gigabytes), how long will it take for this

dataset to finish transferring.
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Since we have both numeric data 

('Bites') and categorical data 

('Account', 'Activity', 'Scope', 

'Src_Rse', 'Dst_Rse'), we create 

two branches for these different 

data and then merge them.

Model
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The RMSE metric is quite large and you 

should strive to decrease this indicator, 

although R2_score is quite high, also on 

the scatter plot you can see how much 

the training data differ from the 

validation and test data (the closer 

they are to the diagonal the better, 

blue dots - test, green - val, red - train).

Predicted values
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Predicted values

Here is the error

histogram for the

model and the

values from the

previous slides.

You can see that

most of the errors

are within zero, but

there are a small

number of outliers.
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Predictions using a model that was trained on a grouped dataframe (first found the most popular file size 

by category, and then took the average in this category). Grouped by 10 records.

Predicted values
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The result turned out to be quite good, the loss plot for training and validation data almost

coincides, and the red and blue dots on the plot are located near the diagonal line, which

indicates that the prediction errors are insignificant.



Predicted values

Let's test the model on a large dataset (338 thousand records). 

You can see that the normalized RMSE metric is about 

2 percent which means that the average prediction 

error is about 2 percent.
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Predicted values

And I will also check the results for the grouped files, made groups of 10 files.
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The result is quite good, which means that the model works well

with a large amount of data.



Summary

❏ I really enjoyed participating in this project, I gained a lot of knowledge, gained experience

with the real challenge.

❏ This is a very important event in my life.

❏ I realized that most of the time is spent on understanding and analyzing data.

❏ Since this is my first big challenge in this direction, I was worried that it would be difficult, but I

realized that I want to continue to develop my skills in this direction.
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Thanks for listening!
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